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About the Book

The questions, discussion topics, and suggested reading list that follow are designed to enhance your reading of Elinor 

Lipman's The Inn at Lake Devine. We hope that they will suggest a variety of ways to talk about this delicious new 

romantic comedy by the author of Isabel's Bed.

In the spring of 1962, in response to her inquiry about summer vacation accommodations at a lakeside Vermont inn, 

Natalie Marx's mother receives a letter saying "our guests who feel most comfortable here, and return year after year, are 

Gentiles." Feisty thirteen-year-old Natalie, whose heroine is Anne Frank and who is named for an aunt who died in the 

Holocaust, sets her sights on infiltrating this exclusive WASP establishment and teaching its proprietor, the frosty Ingrid 

Berry, a lesson. At first Natalie limits herself to a hilarious series of covert actions, but when she meets blonde-haired 

Robin Fife at camp the following summer, she manages to get herself invited for the Fifes' annual visit to the Inn at Lake 

Devine. After a week among thegoyim--nettling Mrs. Berry and flirting with her handsome elder son Nelson--Natalie 

returns to her own family and thinks no more of Lake Devine.

Ten years later, Natalie is a struggling chef trying to break into the world of French cuisine when she meets Robin again, 

who invites her to attend her marriage to Nelson Berry. So Natalie makes a fateful return to wintry Vermont where, in 

the aftermath of an unexpected tragedy, she finds herself drawn to Kris Berry, who has emerged from his brother's 

shadow to become a charming, witty, and undeniably attractive young man. Their nascent romance is cut short by 

Natalie's meddling parents, whose interference only weakens their influence on their daughter. Expertly combining 

tragedy and romance in a provocative comedy full of sparkling social mischief, Elinor Lipman has created a truly 

memorable novel in the vein of Jane Austen.

Discussion Guide

1. What fascinates Natalie most about the offensive note from Mrs. Berry is its "marriage of good manners and anti-
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Semitism" [p. 4]. Does Natalie show, later in the novel, what truly having "good manners" might mean?

2. What does Natalie mean when she mentions the "Gentile ambitions" [p. 65] that led her into a friendship with Robin 

Fife?

3. Although Eddie and Audrey Marx are both Jewish, they were originally drawn together because of their differences. 

For the spritelike Audrey, "there was something . . . about Eddie's jumbo presence, something like a bodyguard's or a 

football player's, that was normally off limits to a Jewish girl" [p. 19]. They were forced to marry when Audrey became 

pregnant at nineteen. Given the circumstances of their own history together, are Natalie's parents hypocritical in trying to 

stop Natalie from seeing Kris Berry?

4. Natalie says that her sister, Pamela, in marrying a Catholic (in a Catholic mass, no less), "used up our family's mixed-

marriage chit, even our liberal-dating chit. It was up to me to bring home the perfect Jewish son-in-law" [p. 144]. Are 

Jewish parents more insistent than others about keeping their children from marrying outside their faith? If so, why?

5. The Inn at Lake Devine might be called a "revenge comedy." At the end the Berrys lose the Inn, and both of their 

sons take up with Jewish women. Is this a fitting comic closure for Ingrid Berry? What about the feckless but kind Mr. 

Berry, who loses his business because of carelessness in mushroom hunting? Should he have been more active in 

preventing his wife's exclusion of Jews from the hotel?

6. What are the social and class markers that Lipman uses to create a sense of realism at the Halseeyon and at the Inn at 

Lake Devine? How well do Kris and Nelson Berry respond to their weekend immersion in Jewish culture when they visit 

the Halseeyon with Natalie?

7. What role does food play in this novel? How do the significance and style of dining differ among social groups at 

Lake Devine and at the Halseeyon? Does food have more meaning for the Jews in the Catskills than it does for the 

WASPs in New England? What does the desire to be a chef reveal about Natalie's character?

8. At camp, Natalie first befriends Robin Fife in the hope of being invited by her family to the Inn at Lake Devine, but 

she is bored by the dull-witted Robin who, she notes, "couldn't take, make, or get a joke of any kind" [p. 41]. Her 

relationship with Robin at fourteen could be seen as mere opportunism; how does this change when they meet again ten 

years later?

9. Why do you suppose Elinor Lipman has chosen to leave out any details of Natalie's college years, including her 

experience of dating and sex?

10. The novel of the Jewish person coming of age in modern America--the most famous examples are Philip Roth's 

Portnoy's Complaint and Mordecai Richler's The Apprenticeship of Duddy Kravitz--is usually told from a young 

man's perspective. How does the shift to a female narrator in The Inn at Lake Devine challenge and transform this 

tradition?



11. Do some of the characters come across as more true to life than others? Which of the three families--Marx, Fife, or 

Berry--seems most realistically depicted? Does the role of surprise in the novel feel realistic? Does the unexpected 

always work? Does it add or detract from your enjoyment of the story?

12. This novel is based upon the reality of intermarriage and assimilation in American life, issues that are especially 

painful among the more observant Jewish communities. Lipman expertly draws the difference between the habits of 

Natalie's Reform family and those of her Orthodox friend Linette Feldman. Is it easier to feel good about the pairing of 

Natalie and Kris than that of Linette and Nelson? Do you feel that love rightly triumphs over religion in this novel?

13. One reviewer of this novel wrote, "Prejudice, in all its many disguises, is an unusually worthy but often ponderous 

subject; its very weightiness . . . often threatens to sink otherwise well-written and well-meaning tales."1 What aspects of 

Lipman's style allow her to avoid this pitfall?

14. What do you find most satisfying about the way that Lipman brings her plot to closure?

15. In a recent interview Elinor Lipman said, "I like novels that are funny, quirky, intelligent, and humane."2 How well, 

for you, does The Inn at Lake Devine fit this description?

Author Bio

Elinor Lipman is the award-winning author of 16 books of fiction and nonfiction, including THE INN AT LAKE 

DEVINE, ISABEL'S BED, I CAN'T COMPLAIN: (All Too) Personal Essays, ON TURPENTINE LANE and RACHEL 

TO THE RESCUE. Her first novel, THEN SHE FOUND ME, became a 2008 feature film, directed by and starring 

Helen Hunt, with Bette Midler, Colin Firth and Matthew Broderick. She was the 2011?12 Elizabeth Drew Professor of 

Creative Writing at Smith College and divides her time between Manhattan and the Hudson Valley.

Critical Praise

"Delightful. . . . [A] witty romantic comedy. "
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